
NERAASA 2018 – Roundtable Summary 

DCMs/Alt. DCMs/DCMCs/Alt. DCMCs 

Moderator:  

Steve O. – Past Delegate, Area 59 Panel 63 

Recorder: 

Mike L. – 2nd year DCM, Area 59 District 39 

 

Friday: 

Attendance: 132 

Opening Remarks 

Steve O. qualified as a Past Delegate from Area 59 which currently operates under the committee 

system. In that structure type, there are no DCMC’s (District Committee Member Chair) or LCM’s (Local 

Committee Member). However, discussion points that include these positions may be helpful to those in 

attendance that may not be aware.  

It was also Steve’s hope for a very raucous crowd – to which dancing was fully encouraged – despite 

Craig’s earlier comments otherwise. (crowd laugh) 

Additionally, it was clarified that roundtables are designed as “sharing sessions” versus a decision 

making process – floor open to all who wish to participate or ask questions.  

Lastly, some of the DCM job duties (noted below) were read from the Service Manual (page S32) 

- Helps GSR’s make interesting reports and encourages them to bring new members to service events 

- Make sure GSR’s are acquainted with service material and literature 

- Regularly attend District Meetings and Area Assemblies 

- Organizes workshops and sharing sessions 

 

Discussion 

Considering the number of Areas represented that make use of DCMC’s and LCM’s (Service Manual page 

S34), much of the discussion centered on the differing structure layouts in different geographical 

locations. What is important to note here is that there are many different ways to address the same 

issue. Two scenarios where this may occur include overly populated cities/counties and addressing 

inactive groups.  



- Area 49 (Southeastern NY) shared how they leverage the extra layer of DCMC’s as a link between 

the districts and Area.  

- Area 31 (Western Mass.) shared how they use DCM’s as a 2nd year position and Co-DCM as a 1st year 

position. Also, LCM’s are utilized to visit inactive groups. 

The inactive topic branched off into visitation where Area 29 shared how they use an “outreach script” 

and deliver packets with script/literature to identifiable non-participating GSR’s. It was added by Area 45 

(Southern NJ) member who wanted to clarify that “inactive” is a term used by the FNV (Fellowship New 

Vision) database that houses group information from all around. It was made clear that reference here 

was meant as non-participating groups.  

Area 11 (Connecticut) DCM then shared that they use the term “unknown groups” in this scenario. Also, 

they use 30 minute breakout sessions at each district meeting for GSR’s to share and ask questions. Area 

48 (Northeastern NY) concurred that they utilize once-monthly dedicated GSR sessions and dubbed 

them “orientations”. 

The discussion moved to more clarification around the difference between a DCM and DCMC. Area 28 

(Maine) added how DCMC’s are utilized to centralize the efforts of DCM’s and that DCMC’s actually chair 

the meetings.  

A DCM from NY (Area # not recorded) shared that they have an Excel whiz serving who is compiling data 

based on district attendance, contributions, GSR (if any), and last date of participation to better 

prioritize which groups to visit first as part of their outreach plan. DCM also requested example outreach 

scripts from other districts.  

Area 49 added that they actually have a GSR Outreach Committee to which they incorporate the 

message of service sponsorship and proactive communications to groups that have an outgoing GSR (to 

best prepare the group for an upcoming rotation).  

Area 59 (Eastern PA – woooo hooooo!!) DCM mentioned leveraging GSR’s with FNV sheets to get more 

GSR’s involved and to visit non-participating groups for a status. It was also suggested by a DCM from 

Area 43 (New Hampshire) that we, as DCM’s, should help buffer the time between when a group starts 

up and when they are recorded in the FNV. It was pointed out that there are too many groups in the 

database that no longer exist and that group numbers are not expunged.  

Discussion shifted as a DCM from Area 49 asked about overflow money at district level being 

distributed. Shared that some members were against it and didn’t understand why. One opinion was 

that money is sent to whom that group would like to do the work – otherwise that group would send all 

their money down the triangle. A counterpoint to that was the spirituality of giving and if a district 

conscience wants to give to Area or GSO, who are we to interfere with that entity’s spiritual connection.  

It was added that some districts utilize extra money to scholarship GSR’s to Area assemblies, to donate 

books, and to support other districts in a cluster. Clarity around the word “cluster” was explained as 

DCM’s that fill the gap when a neighboring district has no DCM in position. For example, should two 



neighboring districts inside the geographic region (sometimes along county lines) of a DCMC, the 

nearest active DCM will report back on the status and ongoing work (if any) in those (sub)districts.  

Area 12 (Delaware) shared that districts with an overflow of funds could have more and more 

workshops. Contrarily, the member added that districts low on funds could team up with other districts 

to put on workshops as a way to broaden spending affect.  

From here, Moderator shifted the conversation to cooperation with Intergroups and other service 

entities such as Young People in AA (YPAA) – “crosspollination”. He added that since some of the entities 

have service requirements (such as YPAA bid committees) they make a great recruiting ground for 

service participation – especially for districts with unfilled positions.  

Area 31 shared that they have a Service Job Fair and that they have visitors meet with active service 

members in different job capacities. They reward participation with free books and literature as 

incentive.  

Friday evening closed with a quick poll to see how many districts have Area officers attend their 

meetings. Informally about 50% raised hands. On the subsequent question asking how many of those 

Area officers give reports, about half of those raised hands remained.  

Friday meeting was closed with Responsibility Pledge.  

 

Saturday 

Attendance: 87 

Opening of second session 

Moderator welcomed all in attendance and requested a show of hands for Friday’s attendees and then 

new attendees. Approximately 45 returned for second session and approximately 40 were new to the 

roundtable discussion. Recorder shared highlights from Friday night’s session.  

Saturday Discussion 

Discussion returned to the topic of encouraging participation and enthusiasm. Area 50 DCM shared that 

districts had not been active in some time and was trying to reactive district but did not know what to 

do. When visiting groups, responses included “what are you doing here?” and “we have been doing just 

fine without you”. DCM asked how to reactivate a district from scratch.  

Suggestions included using district guidelines, example structures, area maps showing district 

boundaries, continuing to visit groups, mimicking successful districts, and attending Area Inventory. 

Once DCMC spoke encouraging words to not give up, that this example is not the first and not the last, 

keep showing up, and that it’s worth it in the end.  



Structurally, some feedback was given to “cluster” unlit districts with at least one active district (with 

DCM). DCM noted that clustering allowed business meetings to commence even with non-participating 

districts and that a return to regular district meetings was imminent since participation was beginning to 

flow again.   

Discussion shifted to “what makes a successful DCM?”. Experience shared included previous DCM’s 

teaching the incoming DCM, sending out email reminders for upcoming district meetings, sending out 

district meeting agenda in advance, and visiting groups on a regular basis. However, there will be times 

when GSR’s will show up but not actively participate. The suggestion was to keep doing the work and 

educate.  

A DCM shared a success story of having an uptick in attendance with an attending member sharing 

recently that “this was the best district meeting ever” to which the overwhelming response in the room 

was and vibrant “aaaahhhhhhhh”. DCM responded, “Yes, it warmed my heart”.  

Discussion pivoted to liability insurance for districts and if there was any experience/background. Area 

43 shared that districts are treated very similarly to groups and that they pay about $600 a year which 

covers district meetings and events. He also stated that groups can ride that policy by supplying the 

agent with group’s information and paying the rider fee. Other districts shared their costs were lower 

with some as little as $360 per year.  

Discussion moved back to encouraging GSR/DCM participation. Area 29 members mentioned both “GSR 

School” and “DCM Training” which occur before district meetings. Other feedback included District 

Conscience and New GSR Workshops.  

Moderator shared that Area 59 acquired liability insurance after learning the potential of “liability 

exposure” and how that associated risk warranted a policy to potentially protect officers from direct 

lawsuit. In the past, the Convention Committee had liability insurance for the annual assembly but felt it 

was time to carry coverage across the board for all Area events.  

Moderator made closing remarks and encouraged all in attendance to sign up for an email of the 

roundtable report. Reporter created an email distribution list to send out summary report. A slightly 

abbreviated version of the report was prepared for Sunday morning report back session.  

A request was made to the Reporter to close the meeting as desired. Reporter closed the meeting with 

the Responsibility Pledge.  

Respectfully submitted,  

Mike L. 


